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Picture of Donald J. Trump - Xmas Dec 25 2018
In the Oval Office Trump sits with the Continental Army flag of 1775 behind him which means; the Army is back
in command control of the military for the protection of “The Continental Constitution of the Land.” The Andrew
Jackson picture represents ‘he who’ took the power away from the foreign US Corporation/FED/ London Banking
BAR Cartel, which the MAGA Movement “America First” and Trump will protect the nation from foreign or
domestic criminal?
With the Continental Army in control again through Trump’s Administration. Did Trump make a bit of a
historical blunder (or not) during his Fourth of July “Salute to America” speech 2019 when he said "the
Continental Army 'took over the airports' from the British during the American Revolutionary War in the 1770's?"
Something to think about!
2008 - financial crisis (The Purge - of low income) with 'Bail-out' of the banks, through QE1-3 of people's good &
bad mortgages, packaged together as derivatives for sale. ‘Bail-out’ by SPV’s set up by Blackrock as Trustees
QE!, QE2, QE3 SPV Stimulus packages
2017 - was the plan for total financial crash (The Great Leveling - middle & upper class): The Great Reset
...But Hillary Clinton didn't win the election. They needed her and the deep state to manage the transfer of the
US Corp debt into their new USA Corporation. And Re indebt Americans and the world again into a new World
Debt Reset Program - under WEF/UN/IMF public-private partnerships with each member nation.
With Trump and the 'American First Alliance' in office…. the corrupt MEGA elite, Wall St and their deep state
could not totally crash the economic system while Trump is in office.
They need one of theirs to transfer of US Corp debt into new debt on the nation through a new USA
Corporation.
Trump and his MAGA team put a wrench in the MEGA elite Globalist plans....and set them back a few years if not
more. But the MEGA globalist FEDS started a new QE4 stimulus program in September 2019....
Re: US QE4
In September 2019 - the Federal Reserve began conducting its QE4 fourth quantitative easing operation since
the 2008 financial crisis;
note…they started the QE4 Sept 2019 before the March 2020 covid pandemic and economic crisis?
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On 15 March 2020, it announced approximately $700 billion in new quantitative easing via asset purchases to
support US liquidity in response to the Covid-19 pandemic. As of mid-summer 2020 this resulted in an additional
$2 trillion in assets on the books of the Federal Reserve.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quantitative_easing

1. The FED Nationalized into US Treasury, new SPV's and new Blackrock "Trustees"
Notes and links on the current financial affairs and concerns - April 2020
With so many different wars going on at all fronts at us I'm just getting my head around the new news
reports "the FED bank has now been nationalized into the US Treasury" and the new "trustees"are the largest
asset fund managers in the world - Blackrock Inc!
I prepared a few notes and links on these present News reports coming out that "the FED bank has now been
nationalized into the US Treasury." Yes and no, but for the most part it is a good thing for America, a good start
BUT to fully understand the US Treasury is actually the IMF. Which means the "US Treasury" ---- IMF ---- and the
FED will just provide the grease to create a whole new generation of "Special Purpose Vehicles" ---- new SPV's
styles of names for me and you, used to defraud and racketeer against Americans again.
I've included several link articles below about whats coming down upon us....What Mainstream Bloomberg types
say or what IMF wants or what it means for the USA - US Treasury now creating/borrowing new "Special
Purpose Vehicles (SPV)." I included a few mainstream articles and highlighted their explanations about the SPV
deal - but - but I also included a few links that explain exactly what is going on in the dealing that are hidden
from view - a new Corporation flip-a-roo and new "Trustees" creating new SPV deals against Americans.
The links explains the two sides but the deeper truth is explained to whats actually going by - Judge Anna Von
Reitz
Judge: Anna Von Reitz
Anna is a Continental Constitutional lawyer/ Judge who understands Admiral Law and Roman Canon law and all
America constitution of the Land issues and all foreign contracts agreements with or in control of America. All
roads lead to the Roman curia "Holy See."
I pulled a few of her current posts from her FB page but all her posts and documents can be found
@ http://www.annavonreitz.com
Judge Grandma Anna...She knows her legal stuff inside and out like no other....
I also added an attachment document: other work of Judge Anna Von Reitz I did back in 2015 that explains more
about:
Re: Canon and Admiral Law History - background of the real America of the Land Vs the Corporations of the
"See" that took over and run America.
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The document is based on a letter Anna addressed to a Cardinal Archbishop in the USA in 2014. It is important
information to understand how America works and how it was taken over by foreigners in the 1800's by setting
up 2 US Corporations to run and manage the USA for the Roman curia "Holy See." Its deep intel but a good read
to if you what to understand the real USA Vs US Corporations that made the USA lost at sea.
Before the links I've provided below - I attempted a short bullet-points or summary of some of the mainstream
stuff being said about nationalization and SPV being made through Blackrock; the new "trustees of the
FED/US Treasury - Vs Judge Anna's comments of what is actually going on in details about FED/US Treasury aka
IMF, Blackrock and new SPV's being issued under a new Corporation.
Summary
Presently, "The United States of America" under the "America First" Trump movement is and will make America
much better off for the most part with more control over their sovereign nation and rule of law - than the past
55 years of corrupt administrations of the 2 party duopoly politics who were in collusion with the FED over the
last 118 years from its conception as the Federal Reserve Bank (bad actors) run by Neo-Liberalism through the
Rothschild central banking system.
Today, America has much more control over its military, government, courts and its treasury and financing. And
now there are new managers "trustees" taking over the FED & US Treasury for the IMF headquartered in
Washington, which means which we hope no longer run from London (BAR) or the FED. But the FED bad actors
are still peddling and trying to take back through this transition.
It is reported the Rothschilds have been removed as the "trustees" of the western world - they lost United
States, Federal Reserve, BIS...but they are still rushing around trying to peddle what isn't theirs (some items
mentioned below). The Federal Reserve has been merged with the U.S. Treasury and Blackrock, which is the
largest asset manager company with $7.4 Trillion in assets. This Jewish Finance Firm (Blackrock) has been put in
charge as the "trustees" to execute future acquisitions for the US Treasury & FED.
All the News reports coming out about the FED bank being nationalized into the US Treasury, which is a good
thing for America BUT there is more to it to fully understand the US Treasury is actually the IMF (since 1944)
under the Roman Curia "Holy See" which 99% of most people don't know this. Only the 1% know or those of
Roman (Catholic) "Holy See."
To give you an idea the IMF surreptitiously actually already owns your bank accounts, 401k’s and savings and
other retirement accounts.
Over the last number of years the world has been gradually hit with lower interest rates. The IMF wants negative
interest rates so their central banks can create a cashless society. How do they get there? Think what neg% rates
will activate for the IMF?
Now with the world at near 0% rates or further neg% rates means all local credit union banks are finished or
taken over by inter-banks but even these mainstream inter-banks will be taken over or controlled by each
country's central banks for the IMF agenda. We are there now...What this means is the central banks will control
the money (your labor) and the credit issued by the IMF.
You know the term "bail out" the banks (in 2008) but have you heard of the present term "Bail in" which is put
in Law by every western nation ... or the term now being used "Cashing in" is more or less the same thing as
"bail-in," which will happen when we reach neg% rates ....which means the Depositors will now "bail-in" (out)
the Banks.
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Little news or not even from the truther news or Q fully explain the meaning, the FED being nationalized into
the US Treasury/aka IMF....because most news truthers don't know the deeper details of corporate/law or
contracts about this present flip-flopping of Corporations... so thats why I have followed Judge Anna Von Reitz
for 6 years learning from her truth about the real America or the deeper details of the 2 foreign US
Corporations/Governments and laws that have controlled the USA for the last 160 years...via London and the
Vatican for the Roman Curia "Holy See."
The Continental United States of America is owned by the Roman "Holy See" since 1775 and is run through their
Principal agents:
- US Territorial Corporation" - the Roman "Holy See, Westminster & "Crown Temple" BAR and the British
Monarch (London)
- US Municipal Corporation - the Roman "Holy See, Pope (Vatican)
The FED is in the Territorial Corporation but has been moved into the US Treasury which is in the Municipal
Corporation, which is actually the IMF Municipal Corporation.
These 2 Principals are 100% responsible for the actions, debts, and failure of these chartered entities to perform
according to their contracts and obligations and all the harm-- physical, fiscal, and economic-- inflicted upon our
persons and property by these foreign incorporated "service" organizations operating on our shores.
BOTH are ultimately owned and operated by Roman church "Holy See" through the Pope --- the Municipal
Government is directly managed by the Pope and the British Territorial (Commonwealth) is operated by the
British Monarch in behalf of the Pope.
The Municipal Government and the Military (Territorial) Government have betrayed their trust and operated in
violation of their obligations to us and have BOTH done so for a very long time.
The Municipal Government Corporation set of Bad Actors is being liquidated, because, of the two, it is closest to
home (the Pope) and clearly was never allowed by the constitutional agreements.
So now they are scurrying around making preparations for one of the "sets" of departments and agencies to
disappear under a cloud of bankruptcy protection that should never be allowed.
Having indulged in this criminal behavior toward the American States and People they are clinging together
trying to brave it out and utilizing a "Good Cop/Bad Cop" strategy, in which the Municipal Government was to
be demonized and the Territorial Government presented as the Good Guy alternative, when in fact, BOTH
organizations have proven to be wildly abusive and grossly mis-directed and mis-managed.
The Territorial Government is also owned by the Pope, but it's operated "for" him by the British Queen --- who
is busy trying to use your own assets and credit to buy your Municipal holdings.
Now the Territorial Government has come forward to receive the debts of the Municipal Government as credit
owed to the actual American States and People.
What you are seeing is a flip-flop, to different faces of the same Papal coin.
This version [Territorial Corporation] is run by the Queen as the Pope's Overseer of the Commonwealth, and is
not an expression of the American Government at all, though it is under contract to serve us in "good faith."
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Thus, you will no longer see references to "the" President of "the" United States but you will see references to
"the" President of "the" United States of America (under a new Corporate name: "the" United States of
America).
Doing this little "rearrangement" with the bogus "US Treasury" ---- aka, IMF ---- which has no such noisome
restrictions on what it can buy, lets the IMF take the risks and do the deals while the FED washes its pretty
hands of responsibility for impersonating and mis-characterizing and defrauding millions of Americans--- all
those "SPV's" you are hearing about --- and invest in NEW "SPVs".
Now the "US Treasury" ---- IMF ---- will take the rap for that, and the FED will just provide the grease to create
a whole new generation of "Special Purpose Vehicles" ---- new styles of names for me and you, used to defraud
and racketeer against Americans.
The Treasury, using the Exchange Stabilization Fund, will make an equity investment in each SPV and be in a
“first loss” position. What does this mean? In essence, the Treasury, not the Fed, is buying all these securities and
backstopping of loans; the Fed is acting as banker and providing financing. The Fed hired BlackRock Inc. to
purchase these securities and handle the administration of the SPVs on behalf of the owner, the Treasury.
In less than a week the Federal Reserve has been merged with the U.S. Treasury (implying it wasn’t always that
way) and BlackRock, the world’s largest and most powerful financial services institution, has been put in charge
of executing future acquisitions and trades.
In other words, the federal government is nationalizing large swaths of the financial markets. The Fed is
providing the money to do it. BlackRock will be doing the trades.
The Covid-19 Virus is nothing but a convenient smokescreen invoked to hide the ongoing settlement of the
UNITED STATES, INC. bankruptcy and the attempted seizure of our assets "in our behalf" by another Scottish
Ringer operating as "THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA" --- INC.
The Coronavirus shut down the whole global economy....how convenient the Coronavirus CCP bio-weapon war,
brought on the economic war on America by a Wall Street war on America/Trump, and helping and aiding the
CCP war against America, through a technology war and information news war and cyberspace war by the CCP.
Then we have the coming of neg% rates just what the IMF wanted for their new system under a new
corporation.
Wow...so much going on at once....hard to process
The trump train was derailed with the virus crash of the economy and will need a new set of pontoon's ($trillons)
to finish the job he was selected to be elected to do...now the DemonRATS and RINOS will do anything to take
down Trump...maybe even correct their political status??
A financial perspective: The US corporation is in debt 26 trillion Not the United States of America, or you or me.
This economic war on America and Trump will cost him an estimated 26 trillion if he can get the economy back
up and running in 4 months. If it takes 8 months before election or more it will cost up to 45 trillion and possibly
he could be not re-elected? What will the Cabal try next to slow down the Trump train?
The UNITED STATES, INC. bankruptcy of 26 trillion and the attempted seizure of our assets "in our behalf" by
another agent operating as "THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA" INC so THEY can stick American's again with a
"bail-in" of 26 trillion and up to 45 trillion with new SPV's against us and our assets.
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These post by Judge Anna gives the details of the deals being made that you will never, ever, hear come out of
President Trump's mouth, nor out of the Mainstream Media. This giant crime syndicate Blackrock, like Black law
has taken over two other giant crime syndicates (the BAR and the FED).
Mr. Fink, CEO of BlackRock is a lifelong supporter of the Democratic party. What party or candidate does
he support?
This coming election..Is Mr. Fink for Trump or is he for a new Democratic Party candidate? That we will learn
over the next 6-8 months.

2. Banning cash so you pay the bank to hold your money is what the IMF wants
Links: Articles of current affairs
August 25 2019
Banning cash so you pay the bank to hold your money is what the IMF wants
A recent IMF blog entitled "Cashing In: How to Make Negative Interest Rates Work", explains its motive in
wanting negative interest rates — a situation where instead of receiving money on deposits, depositors must pay
regularly to keep their money with the bank.
"Without cash, depositors would have to pay the negative interest rate to keep their money with the bank,
making consumption and investment more attractive,"
During the global financial crisis of 2008 central banks reduced interest rates. Ten years later, interest rates
remain low in most countries, and "while the global economy has been recovering, future downturns are
inevitable".
"Severe recessions have historically required 3 to 6 percentage points cut in policy rates," the IMF blog
observed. "If another crisis happens, few countries would have that kind of room for monetary policy to
respond."
To "get around this problem", a recent IMF staff study looked at how it could bring in a system that would
make deeply negative interest rates "a feasible option". The answer, it said, is to phase out cash.
Cash acts as an 'interest rate floor' When cash is available, cutting interest rates into negative territory becomes
impossible. Cash acts as "an interest rate floor" as people hold cash when bank deposit interest rates are at
zero.
The thought of paying the major banks to hold your money isn't one that most consumers would jump at.
The alternative — as risky as it may be — is hoarding cash, or making investments in tangible commodities like
gold.
So, the end game, the article explains, is the IMF's ideal world — one without cash.
"Without cash, depositors would have to pay the negative interest rate to keep their money with the bank,
making consumption and investment more attractive," it said.
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This, would "jolt lending, boost demand, and stimulate the economy". In other words, the central banks get
greater control to influence your behaviour and economic outcomes.
https://www.msn.com/en-au/money/personalfinance/banning-cash-so-you-pay-the-bank-to-hold-your-money-iswhat-the-imf-wants/arAAGjopy?fbclid=IwAR25IuDZ1IVe6x3YN9hN4hlTxzveF4SdK81TVDBGSLh6Mp8OnmYRLQYdf_w

March 26 2020
Judge Anne Von Reitz
The Devil "mirrors" everything, so that the world of illusion can be easily mistaken for the actual world
The Devil "mirrors" everything, so that the world of illusion can be easily mistaken for the actual world. No
wonder, then, that his children, the Central Bankers, do the same thing. It's like bees building a hive for them.
They create "mirrors" the same way they create idols, with much the same effect--- to fool and confuse other
people, while protecting and enriching themselves.
Our [United States of America] contracts are with the actual Principals [Territorial Corporation] -- the Holy See,
Westminster, and the British Monarch.
These Principals are 100% responsible for the actions, debts, and failure of these chartered entities to perform
according to their contracts and obligations and all the harm-- physical, fiscal, and economic-- inflicted upon our
persons and property by these foreign incorporated "service" organizations operating on our shores.
So now they are scurrying around making preparations for one of the "sets" of departments and agencies to
disappear under a cloud of bankruptcy protection that should never be allowed.
The Municipal Corporation set of Bad Actors is being liquidated, because, of the two, it is closest to home (the
Pope) and clearly was never allowed by the constitutional agreements.
The Territorial Government has at least some claim to have been granted a "custodial" role with respect to some
of our property, and was granted some ability to establish federal arsenals and similar military-related facilities
on our land and soil.
It is also charged with providing us with physical protection under "mutual defense" agreements. So now, the
Territorial Government comes forward to receive the debts of the Municipal Government as credit owed to the
actual American States and People.
A shell game within a shell game, unless the assets are actually returned to the American States and People.
What you are seeing is a flip-flop, to different faces of the same Papal coin.
This version [Territorial Corporation] is run by the Queen as the Pope's Overseer of the Commonwealth, and is
not an expression of the American Government at all, though it is under contract to serve us in "good faith".
Thus, you will no longer see references to "the" President of "the" United States but you will see references to
"the" President of "the" United States of America.
https://www.facebook.com/avonreitz/posts/2825219934193735
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March 27 2020
Judge Anne Von Reitz
Covid 19 - a smokescreen invoked to hide ongoing settlement of the UNITED STATES, INC. bankruptcy and the
attempted seizure of our assets
The Covid-19 Virus is nothing but a more infectious (but not overall more lethal) strain of the Common Cold. The
mass hysteria response is nothing but a convenient smokescreen invoked to hide the ongoing settlement of the
UNITED STATES, INC. bankruptcy and the attempted seizure of our assets "in our behalf" by another Scottish
Ringer operating as "THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA" --- INC. --- which we are protesting in the strongest
terms possible.
The Municipal Government and the Military (Territorial) Government have betrayed their trust and operated in
violation of their obligations to us and have BOTH done so for a very long time.
Having indulged in this criminal behavior toward the American States and People they are clinging together
trying to brave it out and utilizing a "Good Cop/Bad Cop" strategy, in which the Municipal Government was to be
demonized and the Territorial Government presented as the Good Guy alternative, when in fact, BOTH
organizations have proven to be wildly abusive and grossly mis-directed and mis-managed.
And BOTH are ultimately owned and operated by the Pope --- the Municipal Government is directly managed by
the Pope and the British Territorial (Commonwealth) is operated by the British Monarch in behalf of the Pope --and they have been operating in open collusion since 1937 under the provisions of a document called: The
Declaration of Interdependence of the Governments in The United States.
https://www.facebook.com/avonreitz/posts/2829777063738022
st

1 (hear the explanation from mainstream news Bloomberg what the FED is doing)
March 27 2020
The Fed's Cure Risks Being Worse Than the Disease
So how can they do this?
The Fed will finance a special purpose vehicle (SPV) for each acronym to conduct these operations. The
Treasury, using the Exchange Stabilization Fund, will make an equity investment in each SPV and be in a “first
loss” position. What does this mean? In essence, the Treasury, not the Fed, is buying all these securities and
backstopping of loans; the Fed is acting as banker and providing financing. The Fed hired BlackRock Inc. to
purchase these securities and handle the administration of the SPVs on behalf of the owner, the Treasury.
In other words, the federal government is nationalizing large swaths of the financial markets. The Fed is
providing the money to do it. BlackRock will be doing the trades.
https://www.bloomberg.com/opinion/articles/2020-03-27/federal-reserve-s-financial-cure-risks-being-worse-thandisease
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(then read the explanation from Judge Anna: what is actually going with FED and "Special Purpose Vehicles")
March 28 2020
Judge Anna Von Reitz
Little "rearrangement" with the bogus "US Treasury" aka IMF, and invest in NEW "SPVs"
"The Fed Take Over" by the Treasury Department [aka IMF].
The FED can't buy anything that isn't guaranteed by "the government".
The "government" that was pretending to be the civilian government of this country (and never really was) was
organized as a commercial corporation that violated its charter. It is in Chapter 7 Involuntary Bankruptcy
Liquidation as a result.
Doing this little "rearrangement" with the bogus "US Treasury" ---- aka, IMF ---- which has no such noisome
restrictions on what it can buy, lets the IMF take the risks and do the deals while the FED washes its pretty
hands of responsibility for impersonating and mis-characterizing and defrauding millions of Americans--- all
those "SPV's" you are hearing about --- and invest in NEW "SPVs".
Now the "US Treasury" ---- IMF ---- will take the rap for that, and the FED will just provide the grease to
create a whole new generation of "Special Purpose Vehicles" ---- new styles of names for me and you, used
to defraud and racketeer against Americans.
In 2008, when Obummer changed the "Special Purpose Vehicles" from names styled like this: JOHN MICHAEL
DOE to new "Special Purpose Vehicles" with names styled like this: JOHN M DOE, the banks got the TARP bailout
for free, all funded on your backs and your Public Utility assets.
So now what do you think the vermin are doing now?
They [Territorial Corporation and British monarch (London)] are trying to buy up your land estates and mineral
resources at fire sale prices based on the (false) idea that you "abandoned" your natural birthright estate as an
American ---- and they are using your own assets to do it.
Yep, that's right. They are using your credit secured by your assets to buy themselves a First Position Priority
Creditor interest in your estate.
At your expense.
The FED is the bank for the Territorial pigs and the IMF is the bank for the Municipal pigs, and you, folks, are
playing the part of the trough in all of this.
Can anyone shout, "Fraud! Bank crime in progress! Fraud in progress! Red alert! More fraud incoming! American
States and People protest FED and IMF collusion in conspiracy against the Constitutions and the people of this
country!"
Can anyone hit these stupid Generals upside the head and recall their "duty" for them?
And how about "Q"--- time to squash all that Hope Porn like a bug [only revealing half the swamp]?
Trump is cleaning the Swamp, all right. Problem is, he's only cleaning half of it.
https://www.facebook.com/avonreitz/posts/2832452216803840
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March 28 2020
Judge Anne Von Reitz
Municipal Bankruptcy and Territorial attempts to "buy" back the Municipal Corporations (which belong to us)
The Municipal Government is owned and operated by the Pope directly (theft of the cash in your left pocket).
The Territorial Government is also owned by the Pope, but it's operated "for" him by the British Queen --- who
is busy trying to use your own assets and credit to buy your Municipal holdings (offer to buy the jewel in your
right pocket).
You are funding the whole shooting match, and they are trying to foist this off on you by doing what?
Offering you "relief" payments --- also known as "benefits" ---- which they are free to define and
misconstrue however they like, if you accept without doing some re-defining of your own.
Left to themselves, the rats who are "giving" you a whole $300 billion out of the $6.2 trillion they are
attempting to charge against your assets and credit ---- would happily claim that you "voluntarily" agreed to
settle your claims against the Municipal UNITED STATES, INC., and that you accepted a token "equitable
consideration" and donated the rest to them.
"Store up your riches in Heaven where thieves do not break in and moths do not decay......"
But Benedict XVI also ordered them to open the Storehouses of the Lord ---- other trusts and accounts that are
supposed to provide food and support for people in the End Times. Part of that included the Romanus Pontifex -- the City of Rome Trust, also known as the Urban Trust and the UBS Trust that Jamie Dimon stole and
railroaded.
More "Money of Account" that is being charged to you and used to benefit the bankers and middlemen.
Goddamn stupid, crooked military officers can't figure this out to save themselves or don't have the "honor" to
do anything about it.
https://www.facebook.com/avonreitz/posts/2832288390153556
March 30 2020
Jewish Finance Firm (Blackrock) has been put in charge to execute future acquisitions for the US Treasury and
Fed
In less than a week the Federal Reserve has been merged with the U.S. Treasury (implying it wasn’t always that
way) and BlackRock, the world’s largest and most powerful financial services institution, has been put in charge
of executing future acquisitions and trades. Who is BlackRock?
What do they own?
And perhaps
more importantly, what and who do they control?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=260&v=QT4EkCLQEeI&feature=emb_logo
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March 30 2020
Judge Anna Von Reitz
Black Rock, Smack Rock
Well, meet your brand new Blackrock "Financial Services" Company, which has been the "operative manager" of
the merger of the Fed, a crime syndicate, with the IMF, another crime syndicate, and which now stands in the
middle of the middle.
Black Rock. Like Black Law. Like Black Water. Like Black Everything, except, of course, black people, which they
generally despise and use and abuse as slaves.
Time to wake up, people. Summon the Army of Gideon and rise.
This gives the details that you will never, ever, hear come out of President Trump's mouth, nor out of the
Mainstream Media.
This giant crime syndicate (which isn't really Jewish, by the way) has taken over two other giant crime syndicates.
Oh, whoopee-ding.
But here is the good news, if you get organized and know who you are (as in declare your proper political status and
join your State Assembly) this has nothing whatsoever to do with you or your assets at all.
This has to do with Babylonian Fakirs defrauding and deceiving "U.S. Citizens" and "citizens of the United States".
Now, it's true that your Proper Given Name has been seized upon under conditions of fraud and non-disclosure by
these Creeps.
And it is true that your Proper Given Name has been used as the basis to create unauthorized U.S. Citizens and
unauthorized Municipal CITIZENS, too.
But its all Bull. They just make up a new corporation and define a new "Special Purpose Vehicle" ---- a new
"style" of name --- and they claim to own it, similar to what they have done by going around making up land
descriptions and attaching them to your land.
What they need is about 320 million riflemen aiming up their rumps in this country and the entire population of all
the other countries around the globe, to convince them that their "magic" --- that is, lies and fraud, has been
recognized for what it is, and no "Special Purpose Vehicles" are to be attached to us, our Good names, or any of our
assets.
Not now, not ever again
The fraud is discovered. Black Rock needs to go hide under a literal black rock. They need to hide their heads in
shame and have the Board Member's profiles and faces and home locations broadcast worldwide.
We all need to demand their permanent liquidation as a crime syndicate involved in restraint of trade and illegal
securitization practices (SPVs --- ha!) and unjust enrichment schemes based on impersonation, probate fraud,
bankruptcy fraud, identity theft, unlawful conversion, and conspiracy against the Constitutions.
Line all these criminal corporations up and liquidate them -- one, two, three.
If Trump and the military don't have guts enough to do their jobs.....stand aside and let the Grandmothers of the
world do it instead.
https://www.facebook.com/avonreitz?__tn__=%2CdC-R-R&eid=ARAzVwdMFm_czjxv1uR5plua5UlBIimgRtMsv7XRmP1E7QHfwv_kqntPNfVOOfOJ1evL3jD0Ej80B1w&hc_ref=ARTHSarh0Ks1hQKJT
s88Lxa-d7tD1BcBdyKslxOgpjt9DtitUutL08eX3B0qYP9PIOQ&fref=nf
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April 1 2020
Judge Anna Von Reitz
The Situation Report
To put it in simple human terms--- BlackRock, Inc., is the world's largest bond holder and seller. It is, according to
the public records, a corporation deeply involved in the practice of and profit from bondage -- human and
otherwise.
BlackRock, Inc. is also one of the world's two largest asset management firms, the other being the smaller but
better known -- Vanguard, Inc.
These are the two companies that manage (read that: control) and profit the most from the immense public
pension slush funds and asset pools created by false and forced registrations of things like private autos and
American babies being mischaracterized as "Motor Vehicles" and "Special Purpose Vehicles", respectively.
With only two such organizations dominating the market and business class for such activities, both BlackRock
and Vanguard operate as incipient monopolies and only avoid that definition (and prosecution) by widely
deploying their operations and keeping their holdings in each market just below the level where they would be
vulnerable to attack as monopoly interests.
Both BlackRock and Vanguard invest their profits from the foregoing activities in stocks, and in this way have
built up immense stock portfolios and shareholder interests in corporations worldwide. They may not have
controlling interest, but even a stock position of 20% can wag the dog and cause chaos for corporate
management, so it is often seen as the better part of valor to give Mr. Fink, the CEO of BlackRock, whatever Mr.
Fink wants.
Obviously, every politician in America wants to know Larry Fink and his counterpart at Vanguard.
They then use these corporate interest holdings to leverage the political results they want. You can readily see
how that works. BlackRock tells General Motors that they want support for their favorite candidate, so all the
GM Executives and all the GM Labor Union Bosses and Capos hit the streets and make donations and "get out
the vote" ---- and nobody knows that Larry Fink did the choosing and decided the election.
Mr. Fink, of BlackRock is a lifelong supporter of the Democratic party. What party or candidate does he support?
https://www.facebook.com/avonreitz/posts/2840689142646814
April 1 2020
Judge Anna Von Reitz
Repeat Fire Drill
Attention -- in case you didn't get the word, both the US. Inc. an USA, Inc. are bankrupt and in de facto
receivership. They have been taken over by their bondholder/insurer, BlackRock, Inc., and can't do anything at all,
except through Mr. Trump's Office as Commander in Chief, and so far as that goes, we have put an end to the
Lieber Code and left him and the military responsible for their acts.
Read that--- there are no competent corporations acting as "federal" service providers, so no corporation
employees at the federal or franchise state-of-state levels. There is no Governor of the Commonwealth of
Virginia and no Governor of the State of Ohio to take your gun rights away from you.
We, The United States of America, together with our Member States and People, are the only competent
government left standing.
You may have noticed the disappearance of the Municipal STATE OF STATE organizations. They are folding their
tents and going away. They never had any right to be here in the first place.
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The same thing has to happen with the Territorial State of State organizations, which are also in the same
position of folding their tents and going away or busily restructuring themselves. They have a very limited and
defined right to be here, but not to function in the way they have been functioning.
As each new Truth Bomb hits, these organizations and their receivers are all having to adapt to new information
and circumstance, at the same time they are dancing around trying to pull off the smokescreen of the
coronavirus shut down.
The shut down has little to nothing to do with the Common Cold Virus that is doing its usual Flu Season thing,
causing flu symptoms, and in many cases, pneumonia to one degree or another, which is sometimes followed by,
yes, death.
Plain old coronavirus caused 61,000 deaths in the US in 2017. Covid 19 is a nothing burger by comparison, with
or without all the panic and fear-mongering. That's why the UK Government downgraded it this past week and
recognized the fact that it is not a "High Consequence Infectious Disease".
The only thing different is that Bill Gates and his Pal, Dr. Fauci, at the CDC, which is a private vaccine
manufacturer, and others, colluded to create a more virulent, more infectious form of the Common Cold Virus -so more people get sick and more people die. They also colluded to create a vaccine for it, which they planned
to trot out after a "plausible" amount of time, and foist off on the gullible public.
They planned for that "vaccine" to do double duty --- actually infect anyone stupid enough to take it, and also
deploy RFID chips in the vaccine, so they could ear-tag us like cattle without our knowledge or consent.
These man and anyone supporting them are criminals. They need to be arrested and charged, not paraded
around at press conferences.
Now, if everyone would realize that the problem is the condition of the corporations tasked to be our
governmental service providers, and, the long term criminal mismanagement thereof that has led to this
impasse, we could get back to work without much further ado.
Why? Because the actual asset owners, the American States and People, are owed everything back by law, and
we can then afford to hire whoever we want to provide governmental services going forward.
If Mr. Trump and Larry Fink would simply recognize the fact that Bill Gates and Dr. Fauci and the CDC are on the
make to try to bilk us out of hundreds of billions of dollars for "vaccines" against the Common Cold strain they
developed and deliberately made more infectious-- and arrest the rats instead of handing them money-- we
could get back to business.
Even if they won't admit it and want to use the virus story as a smokescreen, it is long past time for the
corporations including BlackRock, Inc., to realize the limitations of corporations, to stop messing around, talk to
the actual asset owners, and get back to work.
https://www.facebook.com/avonreitz/posts/2840765655972496

Nov 30 2020
BlackRock poised to replace Goldman Sachs inside the White House
Forget “Government Sachs” — it’s BlackRock that’s shaping up to become Wall Street’s new elephant inside the
White House.
President-elect Joe Biden is raising eyebrows with chatter that he’s poised to name two executives from
BlackRock — the asset-management colossus headed by billionaire Larry Fink, with more than $7 trillion in
holdings — for top posts on his economic team.
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Reports swirled over the weekend that Biden has settled on Brian Deese, a current BlackRock executive and
former adviser to President Barack Obama, to lead the National Economic Council. On Sunday, Biden’s transition
team said it has chosen Adewale “Wally” Adeyemo, a former chief of staff to Fink at BlackRock who is currently
president of the Obama Foundation, to be deputy to Treasury secretary nominee Janet Yellen.
Meanwhile, executives at Goldman Sachs — which over the years earned the moniker “Government Sachs” for
the top executives from its ranks who have landed in the White House, including Gary Cohn and Steven Mnuchin
in the Trump administration — have been conspicuously absent from Biden’s lists, insiders say.
“What Larry is doing is very smart, very him,” said one hedge fund manager familiar with Fink. “Goldman and
other banks have sent their people into government, whereas Larry took these guys from the White House,
worked with them, backed Biden, and now he’s putting them back into the White House.”
Despite his vocal endorsement of various liberal causes, the 68-year-old billionaire Fink and his fund have
become preferred whipping posts for the left. BlackRock’s investments in private prisons and weapons
manufacturers have made Fink a target for protesters who have ambushed him at conferences and demanded
he be removed from the boards of the Museum of Modern Art and the Whitney.
Still, Fink was one of the few Wall Street titans to publicly support Biden during the election, with some rumors
circulating that he had his eye on Treasury or the National Economic Council role that Deese now looks poised to
fill. Without joining the White House himself, having BlackRock alums in Biden’s ear could be helpful to Fink as
the economy recovers from the coronavirus.
Deese, 42, is not a trained economist but he played a key role throughout the Obama administration, working on
everything from the auto bailout to the Paris Climate Agreement to Merrick Garland’s failed nomination to the
Supreme Court. After Trump’s inauguration, Deese joined BlackRock as global head of sustainable investing. That
role puts him in control of one of Fink’s pet projects: making climate change a key talking point for BlackRock.
“Larry is the new Goldman Sachs,” said one investment banker. “Deese is not necessarily a ‘BlackRock guy,’ but
he works for Larry and now he advises the president.”
For decades, banks like Goldman Sachs were the key focus of politicians and regulators, especially after the 2008
financial crisis. Having former Goldman execs in government roles talking to those regulators and pols was good
business for both Goldman and the sector as a whole.
But as banks shift into a more utility-like future, non-banks like BlackRock that work in the more potent asset
management and private equity spheres will come under more scrutiny.
“The issue isn’t that the banks don’t understand what the rules are,” Federal Reserve Chair Jay Powell said in
June 2019. “The issue is that the risk isn’t in the banks. It’s out in those market-based vehicles.”
Under Biden, Deese will take the role previously held by Goldman’s Cohn and currently held by longtime Wall
Street insider Larry Kudlow, bringing his work at BlackRock into a senior advisory role.
Adeyemo, a 39-year-old Kenyan-born lawyer, was also a big player in the Obama administration, working in the
Treasury Department and the White House, where he rose to a deputy director role on the NEC. Like Deese, he
joined BlackRock after Obama left office in 2017, and took a geopolitical advisory role and served as Fink’s
interim chief of staff.
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“Hedge fund and private equity guys were always going to be part of future White Houses,” said the hedge fund
manager. “To be honest, I’m glad it’s BlackRock and not people who have no idea what they’re doing.”
https://nypost.com/2020/11/30/blackrock-poised-to-replace-goldman-sachs-inside-the-white-house/

3. Canada Governments made Out of Control corrupt Deals with UN Soros types and the CCP Chinese

Sept 15 2014
New Treaty Allows China to Sue Canada to Change its Laws
FIPA Treaty that will last for 31 years with China...It allows China to challenge Canadian laws it deems harmful to
Chinese assets, and only requires the lawsuit be made public once an award is issued by a tribunal.
Despite public outcry, Stephen Harper, Canada's prime minister, ratified a controversial treaty on Friday that will
allow China to sue Canada in secret tribunals for Canadian laws that interfere with Chinese investments.
Analysts interpret the move as an attempt to ease strained relations between the two nations. This summer,
Canada accused China of hacking government computers, and China detained a Canadian couple for "spying.
The Canada-China Foreign Investment Promotion and Protection Agreement (FIPA) was quietly signed two years
ago in Vladisvostok, Russia, but public protest delayed ratification up until now.
The treaty goes into effect on October 1 and will last for 31 years, until 2045.
It allows China to challenge Canadian laws it deems harmful to Chinese assets, and only requires the lawsuit be
made public once an award is issued by a tribunal.
Treaty law expert Gus Van Harten warns this could be problematic.
"This means that the federal government could settle the lawsuit, including by varying its conduct in a way that
many Canadians would oppose, or by paying out public money before an award is issued, and we would never
know," he told the Vancouver Observer.
The treaty makes no limits on the damages that can be awarded.
https://www.newsweek.com/new-treaty-allows-china-sue-canada-change-its-laws270751?fbclid=IwAR1Ct2ardUufkdXatR7LhoeXSwqX7ieywxNKHkGZ5xPVHDYVncwemNJRESQ

Dec 4 2020
Canadian Deputy PM Freeland calls on Canadians for ideas on how to 'unlock the pre-loaded stimulus'
BNN Bloomberg's reporting on - Ottawa's growing focus on our savings accounts as a source of potent fiscal
stimulus, Deputy Prime Minister and Finance Minister Chrystia Freeland, talks about the importance of consumer
spending in the recovery. She also talks about other aid measures and assures the government will be
"disciplined" in further stimulus.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HEc-mm9DftI
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To further understand what she means by ‘Pre-loaded” stimulus means:
When Freeland talks about 'pre-loaded stimulus'..... aka means 'bail-in' …the Bail-in Bill that both harper and
Trudeau signed into law.....Bail-in, meaning getting access to everyone's, pension retirement funds and access to
people's unsecure bank accounts... that created the bail-in (pre-loaded) stimulus programs planned to bail-in our
retirement and savings to bail-out them out of bankruptcy and rein-debt Canadians and the Nation into a new
Public-Private Partnerships (PPP) set up by the UN/WEF/IMF agenda 2021 - covid-19: the Great Debt Reset
Program for each Nation State
Understand where Chrystia Freeland gets here economic education: She is the author of a authorized biography
on George Soros and he has also been her mentor in ‘Progressive’ economics. Freeland is the author of
Plutocrats: The Rise of the New Global Super Rich and the Fall of Everyone Else
March 31 2013
The Confiscation of Savings in Canada? Cyprus-Style 'Bail-ins' proposed by Ottawa Government
The politicians of the western world are coming after your bank accounts. In fact, Cyprus-style “bail-ins” are actually
proposed in the new Canadian government budget. When I first heard about this I was quite skeptical, so I went
and looked it up for myself. And guess what? It is right there in black and white on pages 144 and 145 of “Economic
Action Plan 2013” which the Harper government has already submitted to the House of Commons.
This new budget actually proposes “to implement a ‘bail-in’ regime for systemically important banks” in Canada.
“Economic Action Plan 2013” was submitted on March 21st, which means that this “bail-in regime” was likely
being planned long before the crisis in Cyprus ever erupted.
So exactly what in the world is going on here? In addition, as you will see below, it is being reported that the
European Parliament will soon be voting on a law which would require that large banks be “bailed in” when they
fail. In other words, that new law would make Cyprus-style bank account confiscation the law of the land for the
entire EU.
https://www.globalresearch.ca/the-confiscation-of-savings-in-canada-cyprus-style-bail-ins-proposed-by-ottawagovernment/5329263

July 24 2020
George Soros and his Canadian Chess Game (Part 3)
Canada has a store of Soros chess pieces in the Nation’s Capital. Let’s examine the game board.
"Who is the “teacher” and who are the “students” in the photo of Trudeau, Freeland and Soros on July 24,
2020?"
Central to advancing the Soros agenda in our country is the US$1.3 million knight-errant Gerald Butts. Canadians
have come to know Butts as the most powerful man in Ottawa, the BFF of Prime Minister Justin Trudeau.
However, before he reunited with his university pal to embark on an election campaign that would end with
capturing the Prime Minister’s Office, Butts was the head of the World Wildlife Fund Canada.
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Public records show that from 2008 to 2012 Butts was Chairman of WWF Canada, one of those international
agencies born from Maurice Strong’s U.N. construct and financially supported through the years by Soros’
coffers.
There he proved an effective unapologetic globalist mouthpiece, furthering Soros’ agenda on international
stages, and in closed-door meetings of the World Economic Forum and Bilderberg Group.
Then in late 2012 Butts received a most generous US$361,642 severance package from WWF to support him
through a “volunteer position” on Trudeau’s campaign team.
(Full credit is deserving to Canadian investigative journalist Vivian Krause,
who has doggedly “followed the money” to uncover the behind-the-scenes activities of a host of globalists bent
on impacting resource development and political interests in Canada.)
As it happened, the knight-errant was also a Trojan horse that opened the gates
of Ottawa to many of Soros’ minions.
The Financial Post reports:
“Butts would use his new powerful position to bring other former campaigners with him:
- Marlo Raynolds, chief of staff to Environment Minister Catherine McKenna, is
past executive director of the Tides-backed Pembina Institute.
- Zoë Caron, chief of staff to Natural Resource Minister Amarjeet Sohi, is also a
former WWF Canada official.
- Sarah Goodman, on the prime minister’s staff, is a former vice-president of Tides
Canada.” In a recent Hill Times column we learn, “Goodman has just been
promoted to Director of Policy in the PMO.”
Butts also brought a pack of colleagues with him from his stay in Ontario Premier Dalton McGuinty’s office:
- Katie Telford (now the PM’s Chief of Staff),
- Zita Astravas,
- Matthew Mendelsohn,
- John Zerucelli,
- Ben Chin,
- Brian Clow,
- John Broadhead,
- Mary Ng (now a cabinet minister responsible for Liberal politics in Toronto) to
name a few.
Butts’ maneuvering has solidified a globalist braintrust at the epicenter of the Trudeau Government.
Another of Soros’ pieces adorning a key square on the Ottawa chessboard is:
- Deputy Prime Minister (a.k.a. Minister of Everything) Chrystia Freeland.
There is a personal friendship between George Soros and Freeland that goes
back over a decade when she was a journalist covering European politics and
chasing after the uber rich.
In a 2011 article entitled “Rise of the New Global Elite,” Freeland describes Soros as a “good, technocratic friendly
plutocrat.”
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In another article in 2012, she gushes over him, “Soros is a more narrowly focused hedgehog. He has been
pondering, articulating, elaborating, and publicizing variations on one big idea for more than half a century.”
George Soros enjoyed Freeland’s adorations and their friendship flourished – so much so that when Freeland was
unemployed in the mid 2010’s, he asked his friend to write his biography.
Soros commissioned Freeland to be his scribe, before she moved back to Canada to run for Parliament in the
2015.
Since the 2015 election, there has been an interesting interplay between chess master Soros and his queen.
He was very pleased to see her electoral success and commented that with her he has “very great hopes for
Canada.”
In the initial Trudeau Cabinet, Freeland was given the Minister of Foreign Affairs position to help chart a new
course for Canadian diplomacy.
In that role, Freeland carried forward a globalist viewpoint that (not surprisingly) aligns with Soros’s world view.
Every few months photos will surface of the two of them – some formal, some informal. Canadians will recall
that shot of Soros giving an audience to the PM and her when Justin Trudeau first appeared at the U.N. assembly
to announce “Canada’s back.”
More recently, Canadian news showcased Freeland in her position as Deputy PM conversing with Soros about his
thoughts of a new world order and working with China to accomplish that. Nobody can question the depth of
their friendship with the comfortableness displayed in this exchange.
The year 2015 was pivotal for George Soros’ fortunes in Canada. It was the year that he crowned a king. There is
no need to be labour the significance of this coup.
(In Part 4 of this series, we will review how the Trudeau Government has been enacting policies that are
changing the character of Canada in order to transform our Nation to a post-national state.)
Justin Trudeau has been true to George Soros’ script. In May of this year at the Coronavirus Global Response
conference he called for “more globalism” and that Canada is poised to take care of the world. Trudeau said,
“I think it’s extremely important, the way the world has come together and understanding that a global crisis
requires a global response.”
The PM applauded the efforts of the World Health Organization and the U.N. – and one can imagine Maurice
Strong himself would have given a standing ovation for this performance.
There are other noteworthy Canadian pieces in Soros’ game. In nurturing the faith of global finances and
environmentalism, there is the bishop Mark Carney who recently moved diagonally back to Canadian soil. Carney
last joined forces with Soros in their fight to turn back the populism of Brexit.
The then Governor of the Bank of England emerged during the Brexit process as the unofficial leader of the
campaign “Project Fear,” a movement that Soros invested $500,000 pounds in. Now Carney has accepted a U.N.
appointment as a special envoy for climate action and finance – a volunteer position while he waits for his next
opportunity.
In the rook’s position – a cornerpiece for Ottawa’s backroom Liberals – is an organization called Canada
2020. Maclean’s magazine called them “the progressive think tank that really runs Canada.”
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This column does not allow enough space to reveal Canada 2020’s ties to the Obama Democrats and the pools
of Soros’ Open Society Foundation money the Trudeau’s political operatives have had access to over the years.
(Read Maclean’s October 2017 feature to begin to understand how incestuous Soros-sponsored Liberal Party of
Canada politics can be.)
There is MP Catherine McKenna, named Minister of Environment and Climate Change in 2015, who was swept
into Parliament by a third-party campaign that turned the Ottawa-Centre riding red…
...there is the current Minister of Canadian Heritage Steven Guilbeault whose Montreal environmental
organization was given well over $100,000 from the Tides Foundation…
Then there are countless pawns dutifully marching forward in well-healed environmental and political groups to
shout down and trample local interests for some greater cause… Too many pieces, too many moves to fully
comprehend what is happening. It’s the game according to chess aficionado George Soros.
https://niagaraindependent.ca/george-soros-and-his-canadian-chess-game-part-3/?fbclid=IwAR1NJ_Psf0RnXWEJ8LrWq9EZf8VJudufzTYxTb_uputYtBIVbCqHvR4FNQ
July 2020
George Soros casts a long shadow across Canada (Part 4) (repeat from Voting machine document)
What is unknown to many is the influence of billionaire George Soros.
For a man who casts such a long shadow across our country, most Canadians are stumbling forward without any
true sense of what the Soros world vision means for the future of Canada.
George Soros’ “philanthropic” agency, the Open Society Foundations (OSF), funds hundreds of millions of dollars
annually to advance a globalist agenda and the specter of a One World Government governed by the United
Nations
For the past 20 years, Canada has been pulled into the Soros vortex with the infiltration of OSF-funded lobby
organizations and with his own recalibration of the Liberal Party of Canada. Since the election of the Liberals in
2015, the country has become an unfolding post-national experiment.
Ostensibly, Soros took control of Canadian policy with the electoral victory of the Liberals. It is well documented
in the research of the Canada Decides Report to Elections Canada as well as investigative journalist Vivian Krause
(https://fairquestions.typepad.com/rethink_campaigns/) that the 2015 election campaign is a textbook example of
foreign influence on election results.
For Soros, defeating Stephen Harper was held out as an important pivot. Soros facilitated exchanges between
U.S. Democratic backroom operatives and the Liberal Party campaign team and he channeled OSF funds into
Tides Canada, an off-shoot to Soros’ left-of centre American Tides Foundation.
With Tides Canada financial support, organizations Leadnow and Dogwood spent millions of dollars and
mobilized thousands of campaign workers to defeat Harper’s Conservatives in a total of 40 ridings.
Ensconced in Ottawa with a majority four-year mandate, the Trudeau Government began to systematically
transform the country’s economic and societal fortunes into a Soros phantasm.
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Central to the Liberal Government’s agenda has been an unwavering commitment to global environmentalism
and the reduction of carbon emissions. In its first budget, the Government introduced a punitive carbon tax (and
a schedule to increase it) to attempt to meet a Paris Accord target by which Canadians will reduce global carbon
emissions by less than half of one percent.
Fast forward to today and Canadians are about to learn the second part of the Liberals’ environmental agenda:
subsidizing green industry projects. Gerald Butts was the architect of the Ontario Green Energy Program and
now he is masterminding a national “Building Back Better” campaign to introduce government sponsored green
programs, worth billions of tax-payers’ dollars.
Butts’ green initiative is reportedly to deliver the post-coronavirus Canadian economy away from our rich, fossil
fuel resources.
An anti-oil lobby has always been the core mission of the OFS-funded environmental causes. From the American
lobbyists’ first meetings in 2008 when they devised the “Tarsands Campaign,” the environmental lobby has been
relentless in smearing the reputation of the Canadian oil and gas industries.
In a number of her articles, Krause surmises that 10 years and a half-billion dollar misinformation campaign on
the Alberta oil sector has effectively turned many Canadians against the development of our country’s energy
resources.
Playing off this public opinion campaign, the Trudeau Government kneecapped the Canadian oil and gas industry
by introducing debilitating legislation — Bill C-69 banning future pipelines and Bill C-48 banning Canadian oil
bearing tankers on the West coast. Together, foreign lobbyists and the Trudeau Government have landlocked
western Canadian oil and gas and prevented it from reaching international markets.
Given that Canadian oil and gas exports accounted for more than $112 billion or 19 percent of Canada’s total
export revenue last year, this policy direction is nothing less than sabotaging the country’s economy.
As an aside, Canada’s financial standing has been directly impacted by the Trudeau Government’s unbridled
spending and its year-over-year deficit financing. Since 2015, this Government added approximately $80 billion to
Canada’s debt load. And now, with the splurge of coronavirus spending, Canadians have taken on another $343
billion of debt this year.
This mountain of new debt will require financing by international bankers – and billionaires like George Soros are
sure to capitalize on our indebted Nation.
Nowhere is Soros’ direct influence on Canadian policies more evident than in the Trudeau Government’s
promotion of U.N. priorities, particularly the concept of “open borders.” Early in the Liberals’ mandate, they
announced Canada had entered into a partnership with the U.N. and with George Soros to implement refugee
sponsorship programs around the world.
The Trudeau Government had introduced a new private refugee sponsorship program in 2016 and Soros looked
for the program to be introduced into other countries. The U.N. program would expand private sponsorship
criteria, encourage greater resettlement efforts for migrants, and advocate for refugee protection measures. The
point person for Canada on this global initiative: Gerald Butts.
Since 2015, Canada has consistently been a champion of U.N. initiatives. Recall the celebrated tweet by PM
Trudeau that Canada would welcome refugees crossing the United States border, stating that our country has
open borders for all who wish to live here. Further to this, the Liberals have produced new immigration
thresholds that align with U.N.-promoted targets and promise to bring in more than a million new Canadians in
less than three years.
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They have also pushed forward the approval of the U.N. Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, which
was presented as legally non-binding for our country, yet today is being employed in Canadian courts. This
Liberal Government has been a cheerleader of the U.N.’s climate change agenda and, recently, a staunch
defender of the World Health Organization’s response to the coronavirus pandemic.
Remarkably, in five short years the Trudeau Government has changed the character of the country – and their
efforts have been ferried along with the affluence of George Soros. At the forefront of Canada’s march towards a
post-national state are Soros’ disciples: Butts, Trudeau, Freeland, Carney, McKenna, Guilbeault, etc.
Canadians are now coming to recognize our worrisome situation: bankrupt finances with limiting means to
generate new wealth, and laws and regulations that are increasingly adherent to U.N. agencies, their mandates
and policies.
On August 12, Canadians have the opportunity to reflect on the man who is largely responsible for our new
status in the world. George Soros turns 90 that day and his accomplishments around the world will undoubtedly
be feted.
His success is a testament to his life’s influences: to his childhood experiences and his father who taught him
that the end justifies the means; to his mentor Maurice Strong who coveted global control through the U.N.; to
his tens of billions of dollars that have been used to bankroll a globalist agenda and undermine Nations’
sovereignty; and, finally, to his ego and sense of “moral” righteousness in all world affairs.
https://niagaraindependent.ca/george-soros-casts-a-long-shadow-across-canada-part-4/
March 25 2020
Canada Backs $75bn Coronavirus Relief Bill
It allows the government to spend C$107bn ($75bn, £64bn) in emergency aid and economic stimulus to assist
Canadians struggling financially.
All parties supported the bill following amendments that removed provisions giving cabinet unprecedented
powers.
It received rapid Royal Assent on Wednesday.
The government said Canadians made nearly one million claims for unemployment benefits last week, which is
equivalent to about 5% of Canada's workforce.
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-52022506

Dec 2 2020
Canada unveils largest economic relief package since WW2
The spending will bring the deficit to a historic C$381.6bn by March 2021.
The wide-ranging plan includes targeted relief for hard-hit business sectors, investments in long-term care
homes and distribution of a Covid-19 vaccine.
The announcement - the first full fiscal update from Canada's Liberal government since the onset of the
pandemic - comes as the country battles a steep second wave of Covid-19 infections.
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The number of active cases in Canada has more than doubled in November alone, bringing the total number of
infections to more than 376,000 - according to a tally from Johns Hopkins University. So far, more than 12,000
Canadians have died.
"When the virus is under control and our economy is ready for new growth, we will employ an ambitious
stimulus package," to be spent over the next three years, Ms Freeland said in the House of Commons on
Monday. The spending will amount to 3-4% of Canada's GDP.
Monday's fiscal plan pledges C$1bn to help provinces and territories improve Covid-19 infection control in longterm care facilities. Industries that have been particularly vulnerable to economic shutdowns like tourism, travel
and arts will be eligible for business loans up to C$1m, with a 10-year term.
And for Canada's lower and middle income families, package promises up to C$1,200 for each child under 6.
An additional C$1bn will also be directed to vaccine agreements. "Canada has secured the most diverse vaccine
portfolio in the world," Ms Freeland said. Canada has secured seven different vaccine purchase contracts, she
said, enough for each Canadian to receive 10 doses, free of charge.
And to pay for the expansive plan, Canada will see its largest budget shortfall since World War Two.
Speaking in the House of Commons, opposition leader Erin O'Toole dismissed the Liberal's proposal. "Without a
plan for vaccines, there can be no long-term plan for our economy," the Conservative leader said.
Despite Ms Freeland's assurances that each Canadian would have access to several doses of a Covid-19 vaccine,
Canadians still "don't know the first date vaccines will be received," Mr O'Toole said.
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-55139229
Dec 17 2020
Trudeau's new communist military of Canada-Chin
Trudeau and Communism— Where does Trudeau’s Canada go?
On December 11, a news story from the media 'gnews' The Canadian government intends to train the CCP’s
military. What does it mean to help a dictatorship train its army? What is Trudeau up to?
The 2020 US election is the battle between good and evil. It determines whether the beacon of lights for our
freedom and human civilization will continue for the next hundred years.
At this crossroads of history, Trudeau has chosen to stand with the evil communism, how will his fate end? With
him being the PM, where would Canada go from here?
On November 7, 2020, in spite the allegations and evidences of election fraud, Trudeau didn’t waste any time to
congratulate Biden as the “president-elect”.
We all know that Hunter Biden’s “hard drives from hell” completely exposed the Biden family’s deep collusion
with the Chinese Communist Party.
The Chinese Communist Party has been trying to infiltrate the United States and the West on all levels so they
can eventually take control the whole world. Is Trudeau blind or he just pretend not to see?
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On April 10, 2013, Trudeau’s personal account on Flickr posted his stumping for the Dominion Voting System.
Maybe at that moment he never thought that the truth about the Dominion’s election rigging nature would be
revealed in 2020.
Feb. 23, 2018, An old story: Trudeau is the illegitimate son of Cuba’s late communist dictator Fidel Castro. Is this
all just a rumor or a gossip?
(Facebook will not allow you to post the GNEWS link on your FB site
https://gnews.org/659936/
Dec 16 2020
Is Canada on a path to becoming a failed state?
Canada has the potential to become a failed state. The Federal debt is about to hit $1,000,000,000,000 and is
[1]
growing at a rate of over $1 billion per day . By the end of the year, the Government itself projects this will hit
$1,200,000,000,000.
That’s ‘trillion’ for those who are having difficulty with all the zeros.
With a total population of 37,896,808, that amounts to over $30,000 per woman, man and child by the end of the
year. The working population in November 2020 was only 18.6 million. So, the year-end federal debt per working
person will be $64,000. How many Canadians have $64,000 in savings? All this does not take into consideration
the Provincial, Municipal and personal debt resting on Canadians’ shoulders. Accounting for all levels of debt per
working person would raise this burden to over $100,000 per working person.
Fitch Ratings Services downgraded Canada’s AAA credit rating in June 2020, dropping the rating to AA+ based on
[2]
what it called a “deterioration of Canada’s public finances” . Fitch is now announcing another warning about the
credit of Canadian debt.
Based on the Government’s projections of $1.2 trillion debt at the end of the year, Fitch says this will amount to
a 120% of economic output, significantly higher than the median for a AA rating.
Fitch is signaling a further rating reduction on Canadian debt in future if the Government does not ensure that
Government-to-GDP is on a declining path.
Amid the Covid-19 pandemic and unprecedented spending on relief to citizens, the Canadian Government has
continued to increase foreign aid payments and Carbon taxes, thereby squeezing Canadian taxpayers from both
sides, and showing absolutely no fiscal discipline.
Following many increases in aid over the past several years the Trudeau Government is once again announcing
an increase of $485 million directed to a United Nations program meant to help low, and middle, income
countries access Covid-19 tools and vaccines. Overall Canada has pledged $1B to this program.
Who are these countries? Included in the list of low, and middle, income countries are the likes of CCP[4]
controlled China and Iran – the greatest supporters of terrorism and sworn enemies of the West.
The Canadian Government’s mantra since the beginning of the pandemic has been “we are all in this together”.
It is not true. Who in the public sector has had to tighten their belt to participate in the pain that the rest of the
citizens have had to experience?
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What effort has been made by the Government to have the public sector and politicians share in this pain? Their
salaries, bonuses, benefits and pensions have been maintained unchanged, and have even seen growth during
this unprecedented time of hardship for most other Canadians.
What effort has been made by the Government to find areas where budgets could be trimmed instead of
bloated? It is a reasonable question whether we should be expanding our foreign aid budget at a time when
Canadians are suffering, and at a time when the Government is insisting on adding another Carbon Tax on top of
the one already in place.
I see no evidence of the Public sector acting like “we are all in this together”. I think it is galling to many
Canadians and begs the question whether this is all part of the Government’s oft-stated excitement for the
“Great Reset” touted by the World Economic Forum and Klaus Schwab.
Must the Canadian economy and standard of living be sacrificed for the good of the rest of the World in an orgy
of global Socialism where the billionaire elites of Davos are the only ones who will float above it all?
If so they should have the courage to say so. Of course, courage and fiscal stewardship is not something that
politicians are renowned for.
https://gnews.org/657583/

Mar 30 2013
Saying goodbye to the Canada we once knew
Laurentian (elite) Consensus (writer hides the fact the LeC’s still control the ‘progressive’ social revolution)
For decades, Canada has been run by people who live in Toronto’s Annex, Ottawa’s Glebe and Montreal’s
Outremont. Those days are over.
You need to stop listening to these people. Not because they’re left-wing or right-wing, but because they’re just
wrong.
The people we’re talking about are mostly found in the classrooms and boardrooms and newsrooms in the big
cities of Ontario and Quebec. We call them the Laurentian elites.
They are a small, select group, found in Central Canada’s major centres, who up until very recently controlled
the political and cultural levers of the country. Although they often disagree among themselves, they share a
common set of assumptions about Canada: that it’s a fragile nation; that the federal government’s job is to bind
together a country that would otherwise fall apart; that the biggest challenge is keeping Quebec inside
Confederation; that the poorer regions must forever stay poor, propped up by the richer parts of the country;
that the national identity — whatever it is — must be protected from the American juggernaut; that Canada is a
helpful fixer in the world, a peacekeeper, a joiner of all the best clubs.
Most of all, these Laurentian elites assume that their version of the country is the country, and that they run the
country, just as they have always run it in the past.
All of this and more, put together, we call the Laurentian Consensus.
We think the Consensus is an illusion. We think the country has irrevocably changed from a place it controlled
and understood to one it no longer controls or understands. This change, the most fundamental Canada has
experienced since the social revolutions of the 1960s, we call the Big Shift.
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[The Laurentian Consensus is very real still in control – they are behind the social revolutions of the 1960s, we
call the Big Shift…..1970’s Pierre Trudeau who signed over our Bank of Canada – its ability to create its own
currency and credit - But now Trudeau gave the right’s of BOC over to the neo-liberalism (foreign) fiat banking
and credit system….]
For about 20 years, Canada has been importing roughly a quarter of a million people a year from other countries.
That’s a new Toronto every 10 years.
If you reproduce the country’s largest city twice in such a short period of time, you’re going to change things. If
those two new Toronto’s consist almost entirely of immigrants from third world countries, mixing with a
population of largely European stock, you’re going to change things a lot.
If you keep doing it — year after year — the country will soon become unrecognizable.
The Laurentian elites don’t realize that Canada no longer belongs to them. [Bullshit – even more on their
plantation] A country that was once white is becoming brown. A country that was once part of the Atlantic
world is becoming part of the Pacific world [Laurentian e consensus ‘socialist migrant agenda’
The provinces that mattered most don’t matter as much anymore. The country’s centre has shifted west, and
power has shifted with it.
In fact, power is now shared by two groups: Westerners and Ontario’s suburban middle class, especially the
immigrant suburban middle class. In terms of power and priorities, nothing else and no one else is as important.
https://nationalpost.com/opinion/darrell-bricker-and-john-ibbitson-saying-goodbye-to-the-canada-we-onceknew

Sept 28 2014
Canada-China FIPA: Good idea, flawed deal
China is the world’s second-largest economy and our second most important trading partner. We should pursue
opportunities to build mutually beneficial commerce with China that benefits Canadians now and secures our
future.
New Democrats also believe in the importance of working with China to create clear rules that give investors
confidence and protect and promote Canadian interests. We know that it is possible to sign international deals
that work for Canada.
This is why so many Canadians are so passionately opposed to the Harper government’s Foreign Investment
Promotion and Protection Agreement with China. On Sept. 12, the Conservatives quietly ratified this deal, just
days before Parliament was set to return for the fall session.
For two years, the New Democrats have pointed out these flaws in Parliament. We proposed that the FIPA’s
provisions be carefully studied by the International Trade Committee, a proposal refused by the Conservatives.
We also moved a motion calling on the Canadian government to decline to ratify this FIPA until its deficiencies
were rectified.

https://www.timescolonist.com/opinion/op-ed/comment-canada-china-fipa-good-idea-flaweddeal-1.1395075
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Nov 17 2017
Citizens United Against British Columbia Investment Management Corporation (BCIMC)
Queen Elizabeth calls Premier to London for private talks
Queen Elizabeth Re-Calls Premier Christy Clark to London for Secret Talks About Corruption Issues

April 3 2020
Rex Murphy: A COVID-19 wake-up call: Canada must stop this self-destruction
The stability of our economy should not be shackled to the noxious policies of Russia and Saudi Arabia, nor
should the thousands of workers in the energy and mining sectors be cast aside for the delusive and worrisome
ambitions of international and national pressure groups organized around global warming.
Our economy, post-COVID-19, will need to run on every cylinder, and after years of undermining these central
industries, we will painfully taste the harvest of this lunatic obsession.
It is also repellent — though I will save this for a future column — that global warming zealots are aligning the
pandemic with their obsessional cause, suggesting outright that the shutdown of the world’s economies,
(“degrowth” is now a catchword in their bulletins) should be seen as a model for fighting, as they term it, dreaded
climate change.
https://nationalpost.com/opinion/rex-murphy-a-covid-19-wake-up-call-canada-must-stop-this-self-destruction

May 9 2020
How the Trudeau’s Brought Communism to Canada
This mini-documentary examines how Pierre Elliott Trudeau, and his son Justin following him, brought
communism to Canada, particularly out of their joint admiration for the communist dictatorship in China,
which has killed tens of millions of its own citizens over the decades and continues to brutalize its people through
concentration camps, religious repression, human rights violations, a controlled press, forced abortions, live
organ harvesting of prisoners, a 1984-style total surveillance system, social credit and more.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HBCRkj_LUk8
Other important resources:
"Canada - How the Communists Took Control" by Alan Stang:
https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/so...
"Justin Trudeau Openly Admits He Admires China's Communist Dictatorship":
https://www.brighteon.com/dashboard/v...
"The Trudeau Family's Love of Tyrants" by Mark Milke:
https://www.macleans.ca/opinion/the-t...
"Like Father, Like Son?" by Robert Morley:
https://www.thetrumpet.com/13321-like...
Dec 16 2020
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CANADA TODAY Series 3.0
By MG Paul Vallely US Army (Ret) Chairman – Stand Up America US Foundation
Top Secret files reveal Trudeau has invited communist Chinese troops to train in Canada.
The Canadian Armed Forces, under Justin Trudeau’s direction, have been secretly transferring military tactics
and doctrine to the People’s Liberation Army of China, the (PLA). Trudeau’s spokesman admitted to Joe
Warmington of the Toronto Sun that, in fact, a PLA delegation visited Canada in February of 2018 for winter
“Cold Weather” training; apparently as “observers”.
The world’s largest media outlets are covering the China Files story. But Trudeau’s CBC state broadcaster has
been ordered NOT to cover it.
•

A 34-page access to information document was recently released by the Canadian government consisting of a
series of emails and charts.

•

The document shows a close relationship between the Canadian Armed Forces (CAF) and the PLA – particularly
between the Royal Canadian Navy (RCN) and the PLA. For years the PLA and CAF have been participating in
each other’s events, military games, war college courses, etc.

•

The cold weather warfare was just one of 18 different joint projects the Canadian armed forces had with the
People’s Liberation Army in 2019 alone.

•

Throughout the document there are admissions of negative reactions from the “Five Eyes” – that is the
intelligence agencies of Britain, Canada, the USA, Australia and New Zealand – who see China as a dangerous
enemy.

•

There are several instances in the document of high-level officials concerned about the “unintended transfer of
knowledge”. If you have PLA soldiers “observing” CAF winter training exercises, what are they there for? To
“observe” is to learn; learning involves a “transfer of knowledge”.

•

PLA one- and two-star generals regularly attended courses at the CAF Staff college in Toronto. Canada is
training China’s elite officer class to become better leaders, and it stands to reason, better adversaries.

•

The memos revealed that members of the PLA were scheduled to attend a military exercise at CAF Base
Petawawa in Ontario in 2019.

•

Training was cancelled by Canada’s Chief of Défense Staff Jonathan Vance in January 2019.

•

Trudeau was enraged by the cancelation, because he thought it would look like retaliation over China’s detention
of two Canadian nationals.

•

China arrested Canadians Michael Spavor and Michael Kovrig in December 2018.

•

Days earlier Canada arrested Huawei executive Meng Wanzou.

•

Spavor and Kovrig remain behind bars in Beijing.
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•

Ezra Levant, founder of conservative news site Rebel News, told Fox’s Tucker Carlson Thursday December 10,
2020 the PLA was sending spies not just soldiers to the training events.

•

There are strong illicit economic ties between China and Canada. The Chinese Communist Party (CCP) and its
affiliates does a considerable amount of money laundering through the city of Vancouver, and its upper echelon
members own a considerable amount of real estate there.

•

Why was 250 million Canadian dollars handed over to the Chinese infrastructure bank?? To build roads, bridges
and pipelines halfway around the world without pulling the funding even after China took two Canadians
hostage and blocked Canadian imports.

•

The Canadian Federal Government transferred 42 billion dollars’ worth of steel work to China and in doing so
Justin Trudeau waived tariffs on the foreign steel imports for Liquid Natural Gas (LNG) Canada and other
infrastructure projects amounting to $1.4 to $1.8 billion.
We are of the opinion that this is only the tip of the iceberg in this nefarious betrayal of Canada and the United
States. Oh Canada – who do we stand for?
Released and Distributed by the Stand Up America US Foundation
https://standupamericaus.org/canada-today/

Dec 6 2020
Secret military documents: Trudeau invited Chinese troops to train at Canadian military bases
Exposed: Government documents showing Trudeau ordering Canadian Armed Forces to train members of People's
Liberation Army in Canada.
Rebel Media revealed government documents showing Prime Minister Justin Trudeau
ordering the Canadian Armed Forces to train members of the People's Liberation Army in Canada.
Rebel Media's Ezra Levant wrote: "Justin Trudeau invited China’s People’s Liberation Army (PLA)
to send its troops for cold weather training at CFB Petawawa in Ontario — and Trudeau raged
at the Canadian Armed Forces (CAF) for cancelling the training after China kidnapped Canadian
citizens Michael Spavor and Michael Kovrig.
"This is only one of many bombshell revelations in The China Files, a 34-page access
to information document released by the Trudeau government to Rebel News, seen below.

"Documents that normally would have been completely blacked out by government censors were instead greyed
out — the documents remain completely readable. Rebel News has chosen to black out a very small portion that
would otherwise compromise the safety of an individual.
"In April of 2019, Rebel News first wrote to the government asking for any records corroborating a Russian
report that Canada had sent a delegation to China for the 70th anniversary celebrations for the PLA Navy
— a propaganda exercise held just months after the kidnapping of the two Michaels.
The Trudeau government delayed replying to Rebel Newsfor 19 months, but when they finally did, they not only
confirmed their attendance at that macabre event, but listed other exchanges between the PLA and the CAF.
Those include training Chinese commanders at the Canadian Forces College in Toronto, as well as other military
facilities in Kingston.
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Chinese military participants included 1- and 2-star generals and an entire contingent who would learn
Canadian cold weather military tactics.
"The CAF’s decision to cancel the cold weather training panicked Trudeau, who demanded that Canada’s
military not cancel any more engagements with the PLA without explicit permission first, and that the news of
the cancellation had to be told to the PLA gently, to let them save face.
"Other revelations in the documents that were clearly meant to be redacted include:
•

Disgraced cabinet minister Catherine McKenna jetted to China for a three-day conference just months after the
two Michaels were taken hostage

•

Trudeau sent nearly 200 CAF personnel to Wuhan in October of 2019 to participate in the Military World
Games, a propaganda bonanza for China
diplomatic reports that China is using its “belt and road” negotiations to demand that countries drop human
rights complaints if they want trade deals

•

Chinese censorship of Twitter use.

•

Chinese use of a smartphone app to track Uyghur Muslims in Xinjiang

•

Bureaucrats bizarre protocol of referring to accused fraudster and Huawei CFO Meng Wanzhou as “Ms. Meng”,
but refusing to even mention the two Michaels by name

•

Bureaucrats deriding concerns about military knowledge transfer to China as figments of the “Trump
Administration”.
"The China Files show that Trudeau’s submissive approach to China isn’t just his personal obsession — it’s the
official policy of his entire government and it has deeply infected Canada’s civil service, too.
Trudeau’s right-hand man, Ian Shugart, was tasked with silencing the CAF’s legitimate concerns about China,
and forcing our military to continue acting as if China, not the U.S., was our most important ally.
"As a public service, Rebel News is publishing the documents in full in the hopes that other reporters will
continue to unlock the truth about how Trudeau is turning Canada away from our democratic allies, and
towards the world’s greatest dictatorship."
https://www.rebelnews.com/the_china_files

Canada caught the virus years ago …and now it’s about to become a full on disease
Freeland of the Progressive Liberals and O'Toole of the Progressive Conservatives both (all parties) and
corporations want to bankrupt Canada through their ‘Lock Step – Lock Down with plandemic virus covid debt,
forced vaccines and ID numbers for your bank accounts, health - and all credit or digital money transactions and
trade, social distancing and surveillance and contact tracing…..Canada – The ‘Post Nation’ UN State
Canadians need to wake up to our corrupt Government parties who have signed Canada away to the (PPP)
agreements with the UN/WEF/IMF and their progressive plandemic agenda 2021 – Covid -19: The Great Reset aka
The World Debt Reset Program for “Oh Canada.”
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..................................
Bob Marley - Get Up Stand Up
Preacher man, don't tell me, Heaven is under the earth
I know you don't know, what life is really worth
It's not all that glitter's is gold, half the story has never been told
And now you see the light, you stand up for your right
Get up, stand up, stand up for your rights
Get up, stand up, don't give up the fight
You see, most people think great God will come from the sky
Take away everything and make everybody feel high
But if you know what life is worth, you would look for yours on earth
Now you see the light, stand up for your right
Get up, stand up, stand up for your right
Get up, stand up, don't give up a fight
Sick and tired of the ism-skism game
Dyin' n' goin' to Heaven in a Jesus name, Lord
We know when we understand, Almighty God is a living man
You can fool some people sometimes
But you can't fool all the people all the time
And now you see the light, stand up for your right
Get up, stand up, stand up for your right
Get up, stand up, don't give up the fight
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BiPwCMlghhQ&feature=share&fbclid=IwAR2SzyivS4_7p5tLJ5ntBp5dd9ZyeuTV
7ClynNEuRyBEigbiKdcoprGWI6s
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